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Abstract—A compact split-type quad-band band-pass filter
employing dual-mode stub-load band-stop resonators is presented
in this paper. The basic coupling schematic is originated from
frequency transformation methods. Then, a dual-mode band-stop
resonator, which can provide two controllable transmission zeros,
is employed to replace the two single-mode band-stop resonators
to achieve the same response. The filter has been synthesized,
designed and simulated in planar microstrip technology to
demonstrate the feasibility of the proposal. Comparing with
filters based on single-mode resonators. This solution provides a
relatively compact footprint, which features an attractive solution
for filters’ miniaturization.

Index Terms—Band-pass filter, dual-mode band-stop resonator,
frequency transformation, planar, quad-band.

I. INTRODUCTION

Band-pass filters (BPFs) are essential elements for both
transmitter and receiver radio frequency front ends. With the
rapid advancement of new wireless networking technologies,
the study of multiband band-pass filters (MBPFs) has become
a hot subject [1]–[3].

In recent decades, several methods have been explored to
achieve multiple pass-bands responses. Moreover, to realize
a compact footprint, multi-mode resonators based MBPFs
are presented using numerous topologies. In [4] and [5],
authors use high-temperature superconducting (HTS) stub
loaded resonators and multi-mode split ring resonators (SRRs)
to design tri-band MBPFs, respectively. Very good insertion
losses are observed for the two cases. However, it is not
easy for a proposed design approach to achieve the desired
central frequency due to difficulties in controlling each mode.
In [6], authors propose a series of open stub-loaded shorted
stepped-impedance resonator to design MBPFs up to quad-
bands. Nevertheless, one can hardly place the frequency lo-
cations of some modes at the desired frequencies. In [7], a
compact quad-band band-pass filter using quad-mode stepped
impedance resonator is investigated. Transmission zeros were
realized among each pass-band by adding open-loop SIRs at
both input/output ports, which results in high isolation and
frequency selectivity but generates high losses. In [8], dual-
mode SIW resonators are used to design MBPFs. However,

the method also faces challenges to specify each pass-band
locations. Recently, frequency transformation methods have
been proposed and used to synthesize and design MBPFs
[9], [10] with close pass-bands. Anyway, the non-coupled
implementation structures make their minimization difficult.

In this paper, a compact coupled quad-band band-pass
filter is proposed. A dual-mode stub-loaded resonators (SLRs)
and classical open-end single-mode half wavelength resonator
are used to provide three independent and fully controllable
transmission zeros. Based on the proposed topology, four
pass-bands can be achieved. A compact quad-band filter is
optimally synthesized, designed and simulated. The design
procedure is simple and leads to the minimization of the
overall size of the circuit.

II. THE TOPOLOGY OF THE PROPOSED DUAL-MODE
BASED QUAD-BAND BAND-PASS FILTER

Fig. 1 shows two topologies that can achieve quad-band
filtering responses. Fig. 1(a) represents the coupling topology
of a classical quad-band BPF. It is designed by the use
of single-mode coupled resonators based on the frequency
transformation method [9]. In this figure, the two orange
dots represent the band-pass resonators. The other gray dots
represent the band-stop resonators (i.e. resonators 3 and 5
create the first transmission zero; resonators 4 and 6 create
the second transmission zero; resonators 7 and 8 create the
third transmission zero, respectively). In the design process,
the resonating frequencies of each resonator and all coupling
values can be derived according to the specified bandwidth of
each pass-band. However, as we can see from the topology,
the central band-pass resonators in the star configuration
are highly heavy loaded. At least three band-stop branches
are connected to a single band-pass resonator, which may
introduce undesired cross-coupling during physical implemen-
tation. To cope with this issue, we propose the topology
in Fig. 1(b) employing dual-mode band-stop resonators. By
comparing the two topologies, we can see that single-mode
band-stop resonators 3 and 4, 5 and 6 are replaced by the
dual-mode resonator 3I,II and 4I,II in Fig. 1(b). This topology



can avoid the cross-coupling between single-mode band-stop
resonators 3 and 4 on the one hand, 5 and 6 om the other
hand. Simultaneously, it can further minimize the footprint of
the circuit.

The described novel topology can be realized by various
techniques. Here we focus on planar implementations. A
traditional open-ended half-wavelength microstrip resonator
can be used to provide controlled TZs. The classical SLRs
[11] will be employed for dual-mode resonators. Typically,
the SLR consists in a uniform impedance transmission line
and a vertically loaded stub. Because of its symmetry, the
resonator may be investigated using even/odd-mode analysis.
According to the study in [11], [12], the odd mode of this
type of resonator is only influenced by the electrical length
of the uniform resonator. Nevertheless, the even mode can
be adjusted by both the electrical length of the uniformed
resonator and the impedance values of the stub. That is, SLR
enables the propagation of two modes, one of them can be
controlled independently. Such kind of resonators have been
used to design MBPFs [13], [14] or antennas [15]. However,
in the applications mentioned above, they are all used as
band-pass resonators. Differently, in this study, we use SLRs
as band-stop resonators, which can provide two controllable
TZs. Since in the new topology, the SLRs are transformed
by the immittance inverters kI13 (kII13 ) and kI24 (kII24 ). Thus,
the two reflection zeros created by traditional SLRs will be
transformed to two transmission zeros.

Based on the theory in [16], the input QS and output QL

quality factors in Fig. 1(b) for input and output can be written
as:

QS = b0g0g1 (1)

QL = b0g2g3 (2)

gk (k ∈ [0; 3]) are the capacitance values in a classical low-
pass prototype, that can be chosen according to a specified
return loss level. The coupling coefficient between different
band-pass resonators can be written as:

k1,2 =
m1,2

b0
, (3)

where m1,2 denotes the normalized coupling coefficients be-
tween the first and second band-pass resonators. It is equal
to m1,2 = 1/

√
g1g2. The couplings between band-pass res-

onators and band-stop ones can be expressed as:

kj =
1√
b0bj

(4)

b0 is the slope parameter value of the band-pass filter, bj
are the ones of band-stop resonators, j is equal to 3I,II , 4I,II ,
7 or 8.

III. DESIGN EXAMPLES

To show the effectiveness of this alternative coupling topol-
ogy, a second order quad-band filter is presented in this
section. The four pass-bands are chosen as follows:

1) Pass-band 1: 3.00 GHz-3.10 GHz (BW: 100 MHz);
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Fig. 1. Coupling diagram of a quad-band band-pass filter. (a) Quad-band
band-pass filter based on single-mode band-pass and band-stop resonators;
(b) Quad-band band-pass filter based on single-mode band-pass and mixed
single- and dual-mode band-stop resonators.

2) Pass-band 2: 3.20 GHz-3.30 GHz (BW: 100 MHz);
3) Pass-band 3: 3.45 GHz-3.55 GHz (BW: 100 MHz);
4) Pass-band 4: 3.65 GHz-3.80 GHz (BW: 150 MHz).

To reach -20 dB ripple level in the pass-band, according to [9],
the specifications lead to the following resonant frequencies
and design parameters: f1 = f2 = 3.388 GHz, f3I = f4I =
3.134 GHz, f3II = f4II = 3.372 GHz, f7 = f8 = 3.608 GHz.
The Q factors and coupling coefficients are QS =QL= 5.006,
k1,2 = 0.2207. kI13 = kI24 = 0.07222, kII13 = kII24 = 0.0948.
k17 = k28 = 0.06922. The theoretical response of this filter is
shown in Fig. 2.

The topology in Fig. 1(b) has been implemented in mi-
crostrip technology on Rogers 6010 substrate with h = 1.27
mm, relative permittivity εr = 10.2 and tan δ = 0.0023,
associated with a double-sided copper layer with thickness
18 µm and conductivity 5.8×107 S.m−1. The layout consists
of two resonating cells, each one achieved using a straight
uniform open-ended half-wavelength band-pass resonator, a
single-mode open-ended U-shaped half-wavelength band-stop
resonator, a dual-mode SLR and a feeding line as shown in
Fig. 3.

Fig. 4 shows the simulated results of the proposed quad-
band MBPFs based on the association of single-mode res-
onators and dual-mode resonators. The four passbands are
centered at 3.06 GHz, 3.30 GHz, 3.50 GHz and 3.73 GHz,
respectively. The minimum insertion losses of the four pass-
bands are 1.50 dB, 1.52 dB, 1.48 dB and 1.02 dB. The return
losses are better than 15 dB for all the pass-bands. A fabricated
filter and its associated measurement will be presented during
the conference.
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Fig. 2. Theoretical responses of quad-band filter.

Fig. 3. Layout of the proposed quad-band filter (Units (mm)).
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Fig. 4. Simulation responses of quad-band filter.

IV. CONCLUSION

A compact second-order quad-band filter with arbitrary
specified bandwidth has been designed and realized in this
paper. The mixed single-mode and dual-mode band-stop
resonators have been investigated to minimize the filters’
footprint. A good agreement between the theory and EM
simulations has validated the proposed design principle and
topology.
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